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In the EC-funded FP7-project ‘Development of Systemic Packages for Deep Energy Renovation of
Residential and Tertiary Buildings including Envelope and Systems’ (iNSPiRe; URL:
http://www.inspirefp7.eu/) amongst others envelope retrofitting packages have been developed.
The goal was to improve the façade of these buildings by providing more accessible and affordable
energy saving solutions.
Utilizing daylight in buildings is a complex task: providing sufficient and properly distributed daylight
within the room, in parallel avoid any glare and discomfort, allow solar gains for heating in winter
and provide sun shading to protect from overheating in summer, and finally allow a view to the outside. So the challenge is to increase the daylight utilization while at the same time controlling the
visual and thermal comfort and the solar energy inputs.
To cover all these contradictory requirements, special systems are needed.

Figure: Patented lamella system evaluated in a Mock-up.
At the same time, an advanced daylight system should serve people not only for good vision but
also for non-visual (biological) light effects on mood, cognitive performance, sleep and in the longrun for health. With the discovery of the photopigment melanopsin in the human retina, which photochemically has its maximal sensitivity at short wavelengths between 460-490nm and induces the
suppression of the melatonin production (sleeping hormone) and thus triggers the circadian
rhythm, a global hype has been provoked raising big expectations regarding the significance of
(day)light for people (the so called ‘human centric lighting’, HCL).
Experts from diverse fields (e.g., endocrinologists, chronobiologists, physiologists, neurologists,
psychiatrists, psychologists) started to investigate immediate and long-term (circadian) light effects
on neurophysiological, endocrine, cognitive and mood-related parameters. Non-visual effects
caused by bright light and selective light spectra at eye level subject to several exposure times and
durations and previous light exposures (light history) were examined in several studies. However,
the results are by far not sufficient to serve as a basis for lighting applications and thus further research is necessary.
At the moment daylight design usually is not integrated in artificial lighting design, and HCL
currently focusses only on time-dependent variations of interior artificial light settings. Intelligent
controls based on sensor technology are necessary, with flexible soft- and hardware allowing clever control algorithms to create the best combined (artificial and natural) illumination for the health
and well-being of individuals, sometimes also be tailored to the individual.

Bartenbach and research partners at the University of Innsbruck have recently developed a
dosimetric model for achieving non-visual light effects during the day as well as a circadian
effective artificial light and daylight control scheme. At the moment the suitability of different
daylight systems to realize this light control scheme are evaluated:

Figure: Mock-up to evaluate the lighting control scheme
Bartenbach already has realised several projects with a dynamic room illumination to obtain nonvisual light effects. These projects were often situated in the health sector, as we see a great potential for HCL in this area. Furthermore, Bartenbach has completed projects with dynamic lighting
for offices, industries, malls and shops as well as hotel rooms.
In the refurbishment of Bartenbach’s R&D department (see below) as much daylight as possible is
integrated by controlling the artificial light sensor-regulated (motion and daylight sensors). The
CCT and the levels of illumination in the building depend on the situation outside, aiming to create
a dynamic lighting solution that is biologically and energetically efficient. The psychophysiological
and cognitive effects will be investigated in a long-term study.
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To make daylight solutions more affordable and accessible to the market, design tools (building
simulation tools) are necessary. As an example, DALEC (Day- and Artificial Light with Energy Calculation) is an online concept evaluation tool for architects, building engineers, lighting designers

and building owners. Although easy to use and short calculation times, the software accounts for
the complex thermal and light processes in buildings and allows a simple evaluation of heating,
cooling and electric lighting loads. Location and orientation of the facade, climate data, thermal and
photometric properties of the room, different shading and electric lighting systems are taken into
account in the calculation.
Not only energy, but also user behaviour is considered (e.g. in terms of overheating and glare protection) and visual and thermal comfort is evaluated. This innovative, holistic approach facilitates
and accelerates the design of sustainable and energy-efficient buildings for new structures as well
as for refurbishments. The energetic optimization of façade and electric lighting solutions is highly
simplified, enabling building design with reduced energy demands.
The motivation behind the development of DALEC is to simplify the handling of the complexity
coming along with the interaction of the thermal and lighting energy performance aspects. Furthermore, the simulation time must be less than a few seconds to allow optimizations of different
façade situations. To realize that, the sophisticated lighting simulation components are precalculated for the most common room setups. As an example the daylight module is responsible
for the calculation of the annual daylighting levels of the analysed room. An adapted and simplified
daylight coefficient approach is used, which has been derived from the daylight coefficient model
for dynamic daylighting simulations. To allow the usage of complex fenestration systems and to
enable an efficient pre-calculation of the factors, the “Three-Phase Method” based on the validated
simulation software RADIANCE is used.

Figure: DALEC user interface

Figure: Resulting monthly energy needs
for lighting, heating and cooling

Figure: Annual chart showing the availability of daylight at the workplane next to the façade

With this approach no simulation expertise is necessary for the tool user and calculation times are
very fast. This allows optimisations of the façade settings, the artificial lighting installation and the
thermal parameters of a building in an early design phase. It is not intended that DALEC replaces
the existing, sophisticated energy and lighting simulation tools, but it will allow an accurate estimation of the influence of different façade setups on the electric lighting installation and different control strategies.
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